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With the diversi�cation of information data in the information age of big data and the integration of network technology and the
development of di�erent industries, criminals who carry out telecommunication fraud are also using the technical loopholes
existing in the process of integration of big data with di�erent industries as an opportunity to commit crimes. �is paper studies
the investigation process and countermeasures of telecom network fraud through big data technology. �is paper �rst introduces
the characteristics of big data, analyzes the challenge of personal information security under the background of big data, warns
people to protect their personal information in the era of big data, puts forward the clustering algorithm based on big data,
introduces the concrete steps based on big data clustering algorithm, and then puts forward the speci�c steps of big data clustering
algorithm. �e current situation of telecom network fraud is analyzed, and the telecommunication network fraud is clustered
based on big data.�e experimental results show that, based on the clustering analysis of telecommunication network fraud based
on big data, it is found that through the information age of big data, as long as big data are used rationally, it can e�ectively
suppress telecommunications fraud and reduce it by 80%.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the “Internet+” era, the integration of
information network technology and traditional industries
is deepening, as well as the e�ective use of information
network space and information data resources is profoundly
changing the way of human existence. �e intersection and
integration of network and traditional industries, on the one
hand, promotes the overall promotion of society in various
�elds; this is bene�cial for the development of society, and
can promote common progress in all �elds of society and
develop competition. In addition, due to the infringement of
computer technology and the diversity and dispersion in the
development of big data analysis, the emerging telecom-
munication fraud crime cases have shown a growing trend;
its modus operandi is diverse and complex, seriously
threatening the people’s sense of wealth and security.
�erefore, it is necessary for us to study the basic legal

characteristics and investigation measures of telecom fraud
crimes under the background of the Internet and the times,
and to carry out precision strikes by strengthening the joint,
focusing on the police force, forming a joint force, and
looking for weaknesses, starting from the change of re-
connaissance concept and the promotion of reconnaissance
skills. �e increasing development of Internet globalization
has made the problem of personal information leakage more
and more prominent. Protecting personal information is an
important basis for safeguarding property rights. On the one
hand, we should strengthen the performance of the legal
obligations of Internet information service providers to
protect information security; on the other hand, we should
try our best to protect personal information.

Telecom fraud is a new high-intelligence, contactless
crime with a rising crime rate in recent years; its organi-
zational structure is tight and gradually developed into a
corporatized business management model, and the modus
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operandi has reached intelligence and diversification by
using high-tech means. Telecommunications fraud has the
following characteristics: outstanding noncontact; wide
scope of criminal violations; various tricks and quick ren-
ovations; the use of electronic high-tech achievements to
carry out remote crimes; industrialization development;
enterprise operation; and other characteristics. ,e research
on the problem of network fraud and preventive measures
can play an effective preventive effect, which is of great
practical significance to ensure the development of the
network information industry, to ensure the steady growth
of the national economy, tomaintain the security of personal
property, to ensure the social order of the network, and to
promote the stability and development of the network
society.

According to the research progress at home and abroad,
different researchers have also studied the countermeasures of
telecom network fraud investigation: In order to solve the
information security problem in the process of large-scale
data aggregation on the Internet, Zou et al. proposed a privacy
protection algorithm (PPA) based on large-scale network data
aggregation in view of the deficiencies of existing standard
large-scale network data aggregation. Experiments have
shown that this algorithm increases time utilization and has
excellent reversibility and security in increasing false positive
rates, making it more useful [1]. Sliwczynski et al. show the
results of time transfer using optical fiber. ,e results show
that operators of telecommunications networks can use this
stable fiber link as a reliable source of synchronous signals
with better accuracy than those using the most advanced
GNSS time receivers [2]. Bouhamida et al. is designed to
power remote telecommunications networks (RTNs) with
appropriate photovoltaic-based energy generation systems by
evaluating their performance and monitoring the associated
Smart Microgrid (SMG) to provide safe and energy-efficient
energy RTN management [3]. Cerroni et al. focuses on
telecommunications software, network virtualization, and
software-defined networks. Software and virtualization are
increasingly important and transformative in today’s tele-
communications world, bringing the level of abstraction,
decomposition, distribution, scalability, and programmability
in network infrastructure and services to unprecedented levels
[4]. Chen et al. have developed a fraud analysis and detection
system based on real-time message communication, which
constitutes one of the most common human-computer in-
teraction services in online social networks, and proposes an
integrated platform consisting of various text mining tech-
niques, such as natural language processing, matrix pro-
cessing, and content analysis through potential semantic
models. ,en, build an Android-based application to alert
you to suspicious log and fraud events. ,e application is
designed to facilitate the emergence of new self-configured
integrated computing communication platforms to uninstall
and process big data streams from mobile/wireless devices
with limited resources in real time [5]. Baccarelli et al. outline
the key challenges of managing real-time energy savings from
distributed resources available inmobile devices and Internet-
connected data centers [6]. ,e purpose of Mauro et al. is to
identify and describe the most prominent areas of research

related to “big data” and to propose a comprehensive defi-
nition of the term. Mauro et al. analyze a large number of
industry and academia papers related to big data and dis-
covers the commonalities between the topics they deal with,
and give a new concept for the term, including that big data is
an information asset characterized by such high capacity, rate,
and complexity that specialized processing techniques and
analytical methods are needed to translate it into real value
[7]. Zheng et al. have developed ways to combine big data
analytics with Internet optimization technologies to improve
the quality of the user experience. First, mobile network
optimization architecture for big data drivers (BDDs) is
provided. ,en, it introduces the characteristics of big data
collected not only from ordinary user devices but also from
the mobile Internet, and discusses some techniques in the
process of big data acquisition and analysis from the per-
spective of network optimization [8]. However, these scholars
do not combine big data to analyze the prevention of tele-
communication network fraud countermeasures.

,e innovation points of this paper are mainly reflected
in: (1) introduces the characteristics of big data, and chal-
lenges the security of personal information in the context of
big data, (2) puts forward the algorithm based on clustering
analysis in the context of big data, and analyzes telecom
network fraud by using clustering algorithm.

2. Methods on the Investigation of
TelecommunicationNetwork FraudBased on
Big Data

2.1. Features of Big Data. Big data analysis involves a large
amount of data processing, a lot of kinds, so it is necessary to
use the software system within the time limit prescribed by
law to process the data of the corresponding data set, and
analyze the basis for providing decision-making reference, in
order to truly highlight the useful value of big data analysis
[9]. It is generally believed that big data mainly has the
following four typical characteristics: scale, diversity, high
speed, and value. Big data have some characteristics:

(1) ,e amount of data is large and complex.,e amount
of information is huge, but the general database
system does not have the ability to collect and store
information; the kind of big data is rich, the data come
from all aspects of society; the sources of information
are complex, present in different structures and in
different media forms, far beyond the management
and analysis that can be accomplished by conven-
tional database systems, which requires a database
system with powerful functions to discover the po-
tential value of big data, in order to achieve the effect
of big data technology to promote economic devel-
opment [10]. Big data include structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data, and unstructured
data are increasingly becoming a major part of the
data.

(2) ,e processing of data is fast. ,e demand for
computer technology in the era of big data analysis is
also getting higher and higher, and because of the
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diversity of data analysis, the data analysis path of
Figure 1 is particularly important for the timely
processing of data analysis; people not only obtain
data but also require data information classification,
data mining, and also need to analyze the prefer-
ences and behavior models of information subjects,
so that data information can be quickly and con-
tinuously classified and processed. ,is enables the
important reference requirements for real-timeness
to be met [11].

(3) Use big data analytics to get valuable economic
information. ,e core of big data analysis is
mathematical modeling, the foundation is the ac-
tual business, and the result is an automated pro-
cedure.,e core of big data analysis is not to save or
simply manage a large amount of data but to classify
these data in a specific way and then obtain some
key information. For example, after analyzing the
shopping lists of a large number of consumers in a
large supermarket, it was found that beer products
often appeared on the same shopping list with
diapers, and the large supermarkets quickly came to
the conclusion that consumers who bought beer
products tended to choose diapers more, so when
the goods were placed, the beer products and di-
apers were placed together, which not only made it
easier for consumers to pick up goods but also
increased the price of these two products [12]. In
these cases, supermarkets use the analysis of fi-
nancial data to obtain important information of real
value to their operations, and big data analysis
technology is also the same, but its information is
larger, and data processing, data analysis methods
are more complex.

2.2. Challenges to the Security of Personal Information in the
Context of Big Data. ,e increasing awareness of the
protection of personal information of the public is also
increasing with the vigorous development of the Internet.
,is is because with the advent of the information age, it is
more and more obvious that many criminals use network
technology to infringe on citizens’ information [13]. But
the background of big data analysis also brings convenience
to the transmission and acquisition of bad information and
the transmission and acquisition of information that has
not been approved by the information subject, and adds
great risks to the information security and protection of
citizens.,e exploration of big data and the development of
data analysis technology foundation are changing rapidly;
different institutions and individuals are also beginning to
compete to seize the information resources, and the
background of big data analysis also makes information
more and more easy to become a “commodity.” Driven by
commercial interests will inevitably produce all kinds of
enterprises to infringe information for profit phenomenon,
so there is a huge security risk of information [14]. Figure 2
shows a few ways for information to be compromised.
What are the ways of leaking personal information?

Currently, the main ways of leaking personal information
are to use Internet search engines to search for personal
information, compile it into a book, and sell it to those who
need to buy it at a certain price. ,e development of the
information age also has advantages and disadvantages.
,e era of information sharing can make the society de-
velop more rapidly, but at the same time, information is
easily stolen.

In the context of large data, human society is more and
more dependent on information; because of the rapid de-
velopment of science and technology, economic and social
development tend to humanize, and the important value of
information is more prominent; in the market economy,
there is a need for a market, and information will become a
“commodity” because in the information age, whoever
masters the advanced information technology first will be
called the leader of this era. ,erefore, under the conditions
of a market economy, information is equivalent to com-
modities. In recent years, CCTV’s annual 315th party will
report on the time of information leakage caused by different
reasons, initially for banks, China Telecom, and other large
companies to leak user information, and then slowly de-
veloped into mobile phone applications, free WIFI leakage
information [15]. Under the background of big data, the
collection of personal information is mostly carried out by
software, but with the wide application of smartphones,
tablet computers, etc., the danger of big data to the security
of personal information is even more perennial. However,
due to the difference in knowledge level between informa-
tion holders and fraudsters, in order to reduce the cost of
crime, more crimes will occur, making personal information
also in trouble.

2.3. Big Data Clustering Algorithms. Because the complex
network system formed by computer network information
has a large number of nodes and a large scale, and the
network system information aggregation method has high
time-consuming requirements, the research on the overall
discovery algorithm is not suitable for the cluster analysis of
network system information. We will start from the per-
spective of local whole research and provide an information
clustering algorithm based on local whole key nodes [16].

In complex networks, the identification of major net-
work nodes not only has practical theoretical research
meaning, but also has great practical research value. ,is
theoretical method can also be applied in various fields such
as bioinformatics, social, and systems science. Starting with
local critical nodes, the entire community structure can be
discovered quickly and efficiently [17].

Community evolution tracking is a major part of bio-
logical evolution analysis. How do societies where needles
appear at different times connect them (i.e., find the suc-
cessors and successors of the society at a given moment) and
how do you determine whether a society is new, dead, or
separated or incorporated? ,ese issues are crucial to social
networking sites [18]. For societies that appeared at different
times, they all have their own meanings. ,ere are two ways
of traditional association evolution analysis: point overlap,
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refers to the degree of overlap between points at two mo-
ments before and after (generally using the Jaccard coeffi-
cient), when a threshold is exceeded, and there is a
correlation between two associated points; the structure is
similar (i.e. the topology of the edges), but both approaches
have drawbacks. Figure 3 (a) and (b) although the node size
is the same, their structure is completely different, (a) and (c)
although the structure is exactly the same, its nodes have
many differences, so it is difficult to say that their rela-
tionship is related [19]. Taken together, we feel that (a) and
(d) are closer.

2.3.1. Improvements to the Fitness Function. Complex In-
ternet community research methods based on adaptability,
such as LFK algorithms, define adaptability functions as

jQ �
l
Q
in

l
Q
in + l

Q
out 

φ. (1)

At the same time, Q is a divided community that l
Q
in

represents the sum of the number of interconnected edges
between each node within social Q, i.e., twice the number of
internal edges of the allocated socialQ, wherein l

Q
out is the society

Q between nodes connected to the number of edges outside the
socialQ, φ is a social control parameter, control adjusts the size
of the social scale, but according to the experience, theφ value of
1.0–1.6 is more reasonable, the value selected in this article is
1.4. For any node φ D in the network, its adaptability to
CommunityQ is defined as a change in CommunityQ join and
without node D, the amount of change is

j
D
Q � jQ+D − jQ, (2)

Among them, jQ+D and jQ, respectively, represent the
adaptability of community jD/Q to node D, not the adapt-
ability of node D to the original community Q. If jD

Q > 0
means that the D node has increased adaptability after
joining Community Q, and if so, the jD

Q < 0 D node has
joined Community Q the post-adaptation is reduced.

However, according to the adaptability l
Q
outl

Q
inl

Q
out for-

mula, determining whether a node can become a community
requires calculations of the original community and the
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Figure 3: Correlation of structures and nodes.
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community after joining the node, greatly increasing the
computing time [20].

Make the following improvements to the adaptability
formula.

Community Q by joining node D is available by (2):

jQ+D �
l
Q+D
in

l
Q+D
in + l

Q+D
out 

φ. (3)

When node D is joined, the edge of the original com-
munityQ connection nodeD becomes the inner edge, lQD and
the edge of the node connection nodeQ is also the inner edge
lDin the edge of node D connected to the original community
Q external node becomes the outer edge, lDout so you get

l
Q+D
in � l

Q
in + l

D
in + l

Q
D, (4)

l
Q+D
out � l

Q
out + l

D
out − l

D
in. (5)

You l
Q
D can see that the equivalent of is equal to lDin, and

the equation (4) is

l
Q+D
in � l

Q
in + 2l

D
in. (6)

,e equivalent of the bring-in (5) and (6) bring-in (3) is

jQ+D �
l
Q+D
in + 2l

D
in

l
Q
in + l

D
in + l

Q
out + l

D
out 

φ. (7)

You only need to calculate the sum of the initial com-
munity Q once, lQinlQout and each time you add a new node
later, you only need to calculate and meet the requirements,
lDinlDout which greatly reduces the computational time con-
sumption [21].

When nodes D, E, and F are added at the same time, you
get

jQ+D+E+F �
l
Q
in + 2l

D
in + 2l

E
in + 2l

F
in + 2l

D
E + 2l

D
F + 2l

F
E

l
Q
in + l

D
in + l

D
E + l

F
D + l

E
in + l

D
E + l

F
E + l

F
in + l

F
D + l

F
E + l

Q
out + l

D
out + l

E
out + l

F
out − 2l

D
E − 2l

D
F − 2l

F
E 

φ. (8)

Among them, lDin is the edge connecting community Q
to node D, lDout is the edge connecting node D to the edge,
lEin is the edge connecting community Q and node E, lEout is
the edge connecting node E to external nodes, lFin is the
edge connecting community Q to node F, lFout is the edge
connecting node F to external nodes, and the lDE is the edge
connecting node D to node E. Is the edge connected to lDF F
for D. Is an edge connected to lFE E by F. ,ink of D, E, and
F as a community. Q1 is available.

l
Q1
in � l

D
E + l

E
D + l

D
F + l

F
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F
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E
F � 2l

D
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E
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F
E, (9)
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E
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F
Q, (10)

l
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D
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D
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F
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D
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E
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F
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D
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D
F − 2l

F
E,

(11)

where is the l
Q1
in inner edge of Community Q1, l

Q1
Q the edge

connected to Q1 for Community Q, l
Q1
out and Q1 Edge con-

nected to outside. Bring-in (9)–(11) bring-in (8) to

jQ �
l
Q
in + 2l

Q1
Q + l

Q1
in

l
Q
in + l

Q1
Q + l

Q1
in + l

Q
out + l

Q1
out 

φ. (12)

,erefore, the adaptation of Community Q1 to Com-
munity Q can be calculated by using type (12) [22].

2.3.2. Complexity Analysis. ,e space and time consump-
tion of the algorithm is mainly in the community expansion
section, taking the clustered data with size a and the number
of categories v as examples. Space complexity is a measure of
the amount of storage space temporarily occupied by an

algorithm during its execution. Time complexity is a
function that qualitatively describes the running time of the
algorithm.

(1) Spatial Complexity. ,e expansion process of spatial
structure of each society always follows the serial imple-
mentation method, so that the occupied storage space found
between societies can be reused, so the total spatial structure
complexity is b, of which b is the largest social reserve space
structure, the total space cost of the allocation process is v, so
the allocation of the last maximum social reserve space
structure is a− i, where a− i is the number of nodes repeated
between societies, the total data storage space is a. So, the
spatial complexity is

C(a) � b + v + 2a + i. (13)

,e spatial complexity available by formula (13) is linear
P (a).

(2) Time Complexity. Expansion within all communities
scales out from within a key community, with data divided
into a− i2 and i2 as nodes where communities overlap.
Because a multithreaded strategy is used, assuming the
number of threads is b, the time complexity is

R(a) �
a + i2

b
. (14)

In sparse networks, (14) can be equivalent to

R(a) �
a

b
. (15)

Available by (15) Time Complexity is linear P (a).
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,erefore, the overall spatial complexity of the parallel
algorithm is

C(a) � b1 + v1 + 4a + b + v + i. (16)

,e overall spatial complexity of the parallel algorithm
available by (16) is linear P (a).

,erefore, the overall spatial complexity can be

R(a) �
a

b
+ i1 +

a + i2

b
. (17)

In sparse networks (17) it can be equivalent to

R(a) � 2
a

b
. (18)

Available by formula (18), the overall time complexity of
the parallel algorithm is linear P (a).

(3) Evaluation Function Based on Big Data. Nicosia et al.
proposed functions to evaluate community structure in the
evaluation of post-divided communities.

Zol �
1
b



af

f�1

i,k

J φi,f,φk,f Dik −
c
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out
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k←,fx

in
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a
,

c
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i⟶,f �

kJ φi,f,φk,f 

a
,

c
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k←,f �

kJ φk,f,φi,f 

a
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

J φi,f,φk,f  �
kJ φi,f,φk,f 

1 + e
−j φi,f( 

  1 + e
−j φk,f( 

 

,

j(m) � 2pm − p, p ∈ R, (19)

Among them, D is the adjacency matrix of the network. When
there are xout

i,f network nodes i, the progress of xin
k,f network

nodes k is φi,f and φi,f represents i-to-f, that is, i is the
membership factor of f, which is represented by iϵf.af

f�1φi,f �

1 Nicosia et al. defined a more reasonable function through
experimental testing, J(φi,f,φk,f) to calculate, gave the em-
pirical value of p.30. And, in research papers by Nicosia et al., it
has been shown that higher values represent overlapping
community structures with a higher degree of modularity.

(4) Specific Steps Based on Big Data Clustering Algorithms.
,e first step is to randomly select network node D.

,e second step is to get the neighbor node for D and
calculate the degree of D and D’s neighbor node.

In the third step, select the node with the greatest
degree, and if D is the node with the greatest degree, then
D is the local critical node, otherwise repeat the second
step with the node with the highest degree as the initial
node, until the initial node is the node with the highest
degree [23].

,e fourth step is to obtain the local important com-
munity by obtaining the large cluster where the local im-
portant nodes are located through the parallel strategy
discovered by the large cluster.

Step 5, repeat Step 1 until you have acquired the existing
local critical community, and include all the data including
the normal nodes and the local area critical section com-
munity consisting of a large cluster [24].

Step 6, select the largest local key community as the
initial community Q1, and expand according to the adap-
tation formula. If it encounters all points in other local key
communities Q2 plus all points in Q1, it observes how their
adaptation changes. If the fitness becomes larger, add Q2 to
Q1, if the fitness decreases, Q2 will not be added to Q1 until
no neighbor nodes belong to Q1.

Step 7, select the larger locally important neighborhoods
in the remaining locally important neighborhoods as the
starting block, and then repeat step six until you have tra-
versed all the area points [25]. ,e process is shown in
Figure 4.

3. Experimental Results of Telecommunication
Network Fraud Investigation Strategy
Based on Big Data Analysis

At present, the research on the crime of telecommunication
network fraud is based on the most achievements of public
security investigation and judicial investigation, and the
research focuses mainly on the detection bottleneck and
measures of telecommunication network fraud crime, the
current situation and the results obtained, the regulation
system, the analysis of classic cases, and so on. ,is article is
based on the era of big data Internet, investigating tele-
communications network fraud, and gives the corre-
sponding countermeasures; it is expected to make a certain
contribution to network security.

3.1. Current Situation of Telecommunications Network Fraud.
After research, it is concluded that fraud suspects most often
pass through the five types of communication channels to
transmit illegal information. As can be seen from Table 1,
fraudsters transmit illegal information containing fraudu-
lent content through the use of communication tools or
services provided by Internet companies. ,e most com-
monly used means of information dissemination for fraud
suspects is that 24.01% of fraud information is disseminated
using QQ; use classified information websites for dissemi-
nation; 5.21% use WeChat for dissemination. QQ and
WeChat are both instant messaging services provided by
Tencent, and the proportion of services provided is 29.32%.

It can be found that the most commonly impersonated
specific groups of suspected fraudsters are, in turn, human
resources personnel, public prosecution law, financial
practitioners, the closest family members, and shopping
network customer service. Other groups that wantonly
counterfeit often deceive victims because of the very low cost
of identity counterfeiting on the Internet, which makes it
impossible to easily identify authenticity. Although most
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people can identify the disguise of a fraud suspect, if the
fraud suspect keeps sending messages in exchange for trust
so as to pass false news to many people; this can successfully
deceive some people.

By analyzing the data of the victims of the case filed by
the public security organs, it can be found that most of the
masses are more vulnerable to the impact of telecommu-
nication network fraud, such as statistics on the sex and age
of the victims, as shown in Figure 5.

It can be found from the figure that men aged 21 to 25
and women aged 26 to 30 are the most frequently victims of
telecommunications network fraud.

At the same time, the research on banking and tele-
communications network fraud also found that due to the
manual inspection to complete the risk audit work, the
workload and intensity of the bank office supervisors have
increased. In recent years, the warning and write-off

messages with high operational risk have gradually increased
the trend. Since 2016, the main business data information
generated is shown in Figure 6.

At present, the business operation risk problem
extracted from the commercial bank’s massive operation
business still depends on manual, random, and sampling
methods. In 2019, for example, of the 171.258 million un-
derlying business data generated, only 362,000 were man-
ually sampled and 2310 pieces of risk information were
detected. It is not possible to strengthen risk prevention and
management through data analysis, and there are many
difficulties in the process of risk prevention. Since 2019, four
types of operational risk write-off information have been
randomly listed as shown in Table 2:

Since 2019, the number of write-offs per month has been
irregular, such as the customer information governance
check conducted in April 2019, when 107 write-off issues

Table 1: Statistics of communication channels and the most frequently impersonated people.

Channel Count Percentage Impersonated group Count Percentage
Telephone 469 40.12 Impersonating human resources 219 17.99
QQ 291 24.01 Impersonation of public security law 171 14.01
Classified information website 147 12.49 Impersonating a financial practitioner 156 12.39
SMS 153 11.98 Impersonating someone close 139 11.98
WeChat 59 5.21 Pretend to be a customer service on a shopping site 112 8.89
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Figure 4: Flow chart of big data clustering algorithm for key communities.
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were identified. Not proportional to other monthly check
write-off issues, 131 questions on the real-name system of
accounts were verified during the account information
rectification work carried out in July 2019; self-service

equipment inspections were conducted throughout the city
in 2017, with an average of no more than 10 write-offs per
month, the number of write-offs reached 130 in May, while
online merchants carried out special inspections in June
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Figure 5: Age-sex ratio of victims.
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Figure 6: Banking business information in the past four years.

Table 2: Bank operational risk information table.

month Write-off information
Operational risk information

Customer information protection Real-name account system Self-service equipment Online
merchants

January 2801 9 16 2 4
February 3298 16 9 5 2
March 3286 41 3 15 6
April 2995 111 10 10 8
May 3001 36 15 129 11
June 2869 9 47 18 5
July 3098 5 129 15 3
August 3168 21 31 10 8
September 3203 19 21 6 5
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because of a single operating process ,ere has been no
increase in write-off issues.

In view of the characteristics of investment risk of
banking business data, through clustering analysis tech-
nology, the company’s operating data are divided into in-
vestment market operation risk, business operation risk, and
credit risk, and then used to extract the control risk type data
in a full sample of business data; the specific analysis process
is as follows: Cluster analysis is an exploratory analysis
method. Different from discriminant analysis, cluster
analysis does not know the classification standards in ad-
vance, or even how many categories should be divided into,
but will automatically classify according to the character-
istics of the sample data.

(1) ,e initial cluster center is specified. ,e objects of
the business class are used as clustering centers and
are recorded as c1, c2, c3 in three categories.

(2) Clustering. For all sample ai of the data set, calculate
the largest gap between it and the first three clusters.
,e main approach is to measure risk characteristics
by the type of business that the data contains, and to
attribute the risk types closest to the gap to the same
class of values.

(3) Update the cluster center. When calculating the
sample average, if it is not significantly reflected in
the calculation results, re-cluster to arrive at the
sample average.

(4) Judgment. If the center of the calculation to each
class no longer changes, the iteration ends with a
clustering result.

(5) Export the clustering diagram, as shown in Figure 7.

By using clustering analysis, all samples of commercial
bank operating financial data can be clustered to obtain the
correct risk assessment and analysis information, and
provide data support for the next stage of research and
analysis management.

3.2. ClusteredAnalysis of TelecommunicationsNetwork Fraud
Based on Big Data. From the experimental results, we can
see, as shown in Figure 8, that in the karate data set test, the
Q values obtained by the LFK algorithm, the big data
clustering algorithm based on local key nodes and the big
data clustering algorithm based on local key communities
are 0.661 and 0.692 and 0.689, the information clustering
algorithm based on the important network nodes of the local
region and the information clustering algorithm based on
the important community of the local region are higher than
theQ value obtained by the LFK algorithm.,e time spent is
0.449 s, 0.319 s, and 0.371 s, respectively, and the difference
between the first three can be found to be small in time
frame. In the process of football data collection testing, theQ
values obtained by the three algorithms are 0.631 and 0.701
and 0.698; however, it can also be found that the information
clustering algorithm based on local key nodes is more
modular than the clustering results obtained according to
the information clustering algorithm of local important

communities, and the average time limit used by the three is
8.364 s, 7.214 s, and 7.954 s, and the difference between the
three average time is much worse than during the karate data
set testing process, but still not obvious.

As can be seen from Figure 9, for smaller real network
karate and football, the calculations we give are not very
different from the original computational time, while the Q
values are higher based on the information clustering algo-
rithm of locally important nodes and the information clus-
tering algorithm based on locally important communities. In
the CA-HepPH data set test, the Q values obtained by the
three algorithms were 0.561 and 0.701 and 0.709, using
639.185 s, 467.832 s, and 502.636 s. It can be found that the
large data clustering algorithm using local whole important
nodes is more modular than the large data clustering algo-
rithm using local whole important community, and the re-
duction effect of time consumption is more significant. In the
Enron data set, the Q values obtained by the three algorithms
are 0.291, 0.509, and 0.569, using 863.205 s, 698.386 s, and
789.306 s, so we can find that the large data clustering al-
gorithm that originally used local area important nodes was
more modular than the clustering algorithm obtained by
using the local whole important community big data clus-
tering algorithm, and the average time consumption wasmore
significant. In addition, it can be found in the conclusion that
for smaller information aggregation, the use of local area
important network nodes of big data clustering algorithm and
the use of local important society of big data clustering al-
gorithm is not very different, and because of the small data
information gathering of important social area is relatively
small, the time consumption found in important society is
relatively small, occupied by a larger proportion of resources.

,e Q values are not much different, as are the smaller
data sets and the resulting clustering results are fixed, so the
Q values are also relatively fixed. In larger data sets, the time-
consuming gap between the two is much larger than in
smaller data sets, but it is also within the acceptable range.
,is is because there are more communities divided in larger
data sets and more key communities within the community,
so there is more time spent on finding key communities. ,e
Q values of the two are also different, as there are more
critical communities per community in larger data sets, so
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Figure 7: Cluster analysis diagram divided by risk type.
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big data clustering algorithms based on local critical nodes
may exclude key communities within some communities,
resulting in a decrease in clustering results. ,us, it can be
found that for large areas of real network data sets, through
the information clustering algorithm based on local im-
portant nodes, and through the information clustering al-
gorithm based on local important communities, the results
of clustering analysis can enhance the clustering effect and
effectively reduce time consumption. At the same time, the
time consumrd to adopt the information clustering algo-
rithm of the important nodes of the local whole region is
relatively small, while the information clustering algorithm
of the important community of the whole local area is
higher.

As you can see from Table 3, in the karate data set test,
the Q values of single-threaded, two-threaded parallel, and
three-thread parallel are 0.692, 0.689 and 0.679, because the

data set is small and the classification is fixed, single-thread,
two-thread parallel, and three-thread parallel clustering have
the same effect. ,e time spent of 0.398 s, 0.387 s, and 0.491 s
shows that the time consumption of the three is not much
different. In the football data set test, the Q values of single-
threaded, two-threaded parallel, and three-threaded were
0.692 and 0.701, and 0.716, respectively, and you can also see
that the clustering effect is not much different, the time used
for the three is 8.002 s, 7.501 s, and 6.098 s, the time dif-
ference between the three is larger than in the karate data set
test, but it is still not obvious.

As you can see from Table 4, in smaller real networks, the
parallel time consumption of single-threaded, parallel with
two threads, and three-threaded is not much different, and
the Q values obtained by the three are not much different. In
the CA-HepPH data set test, single-threaded, two-threaded
parallel, and three-thread parallelQ values were 0.709, 0.753,
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and 0.712, respectively, using a time of 235.561 s, 125.673 s,
and 101.623 s; from then on, you can see that the clustering
quality of the three is not much different, but the time
consumption of multithreaded parallel operations is sig-
nificantly reduced. In enron data sets, single-threaded, two-
thread parallel, and three-thread parallel operations result in
Q values of 0.571, 0.559, and 0.567, respectively, using
987.382 s, 8.39.212 s and 789.322 s; the clustering quality of
the three is not much different, but the reduction in mul-
tithreaded time consumption is more obvious and pro-
portional to the number of threads.

So, Figure 10 is a parallel strategy run efficiency graph, as
can be seen from the experiment. For smaller data infor-
mation integration, the time-consuming difference between
multiple threads and single threads is not significant. ,is is
mainly because the data set is small, so the time con-
sumption for clustering is less. Although multithreaded can
reduce the loss of information clustering and also improve
the time loss of hardware, multithreaded and single-threa-
ded time loss and smaller data sets are not very different.

For larger data sets, however, the reduction in time
consumption for multiple threads is even more significant,
as the amount of time spent on clustering will account for
the bulk of the total time consumed in larger data sets, and
the overall time consumption is more significant than the
negligible hardware loss caused by the following multi-
threads. For smaller and larger data sets, however, the Q
values derived by double multithreads are not much dif-
ferent from those obtained by single threads, indicating that
single multithreads do not degrade the quality of clustered
results. ,us, it can be found that in multithreaded tech-
nology for large real network data set, it can reduce the time
consumption without reducing the quality of clustering,
while reducing the time consumption is proportional to the
number of threads. Based on the clustering of telecom-
munication network fraud based on big data, it is found that
through the information age of big data, the rational use of
big data can effectively curb telecommunications fraud and
reduce the occurrence of similar fraud incidents by 80%.

4. Discussion

With the rapid development of Internet society, the problem
of network fraud is becoming more and more serious, and it

has a great impact on individuals and families, which has
seriously damaged the whole network society. At present,
the general preventive measures of online fraud are not
perfect, and the problem of online fraud is still serious, so it
is particularly important to improve the prevention mea-
sures of online fraud. Under the background of big data
analysis, the important value of information has also begun
to be gradually highlighted, which has a positive impact on
economic development, scientific and technological prog-
ress, and the construction of a harmonious society. If the
civil law protection of personal information is still strictly
protected, it cannot meet the requirements of the devel-
opment of the times, nor can the social value of personal
information be well found and used. ,erefore, the gov-
ernment must adopt unified legislation to recognize people’s
legitimate use of personal information resources and policy
guidance to avoid the risk of personal information rights
being infringed, and thus prompt the government to use big
data technology to use information resources legally, and
thus create a convenient life and a more humane working
environment. At the same time, we also need to pay at-
tention to the improvement of the legal assistance channels
for victims whose personal information rights and interests

Table 3: Test results of parallel strategies in karate and football data sets.

Karate data set Football data set
Single thread Two threads in parallel ,ree threads in parallel Single thread Two threads in parallel ,ree threads in parallel

Q value 0.692 0.689 0.679 0.692 0.701 0.716
My T 0.398 0.387 0.491 8.002 7.501 6.098

Table 4: Test results of parallel strategies in CA-HepPH and Enron data sets.

CA-HepPH data set Enron data set
Single thread Two threads in parallel ,ree threads in parallel Single thread Two threads in parallel ,ree threads in parallel

Q value 0.709 0.753 0.712 0.569 0.562 0.571
My T 235.561 125.673 101.623 987.382 839.212 789.322
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have been violated, so as to balance the rational use of in-
formation and ensure the proper balance between the in-
terests of both sides. In the case of information leakage,
government departments should also take corresponding
measures to reduce the leakage of public private information
and protect the public from all aspects.

5. Conclusions

In order to achieve the rational use of information, it is
necessary to build on the broad trust of human beings in the
system, and implementing special legislation on information
protection will help human beings realize that they enjoy the
right to information and understand their own information,
so that they can understand the rational use of information,
and can adopt a more open mind to accept and use in-
formation brought about by the convenience. It is true that
the development of law has the characteristics of lag, es-
pecially in today’s network, and information light speed
developed; no matter how sound the establishment of
personal information protection law, it is also possible to
completely deviate from the intended direction of devel-
opment. In this way, information needs to adapt its con-
notation to the adjustment of the times according to the
social development requirements of each era, in order to
realize the good relationship between the rational use of
information and civil law guarantee, and provide people
with a good social atmosphere with a sense of security, so as
to achieve a better future of information.
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